Description of trees and strings -both composed of lexical values -matching of trees and strings against partially or totally defined pattern and operations on trees and strings form the essential part of the Processor°
Introduction
Recent developments in computational linguistics have shown the need for a convenient programming formalism enabling linguists to handle data processing problems of natural languages. Especially tree and an extended kind of string processing have to be made conceptually easy for the linguistically oriented computer user. This paper proposes specifications for such a language; it should be thought of -theoretically only, since its implementation is not planned presentlyas a procedure package attached to NPL (New Programming Language).
The reason for this is the desire to take full advantage of the highlights of a modern higher level programming language as well as of the devices any general purpose programming system is in possession of. Consequently, the operations described in this paper should be thought of as being complemented by the full power of NPL, the most interesting features of which -from the viewpoint of nonnumerical processing -are: recursive procedure calls, dynamic storage a11ocation; numeric, character string and bit string data arranged in structures and multi-dimensional arrays, etc.
Description of trees and strings, both composed of lexical values, and operations on them form the essential part of the Processor° The word "processor" covers both a programming language, and a data organizing system in the computer memory° As far as string descriptions and string processing is concerned, the influence of COMIT was dominant in elaborating the relevant part of the Processor, but the notion of string has been extended to strings embedded in or extracted from trees. Other existing programming languages and linguistic programming systems were also taken into consideration, they are all mentioned in the Reference List,
The definition of the features of the Processor has been accomplished by extracting the elementary steps with which linguists compose their higher level syntactic operations and by a reasonable generalization of these steps. Some of these devices are, however, fairly general and any kind of tree processing, not only a syntactically oriented one, would introduce them.
Data and Variables
There are three basic kinds of data the Processor can handle:
lexical values, strings and trees. A lexical value is a character string; a string (sometimes referred to as "lexical" string, as opposed to a character string) is an ordered sequence of lexical values separated by some conventionally chosen delimiter; a tree is a partially ordered set of lexical values, where each element has one and only one ancestor, except the "root" of the tree which has no ancestor at allo Besides, elements sharing the same ancestor are called siblings and such a sibling set is totally ordered° Thus, each element of the tree has at most one "left" and at most one "right"
sibling° Lexical values can be numerically or logically tagged. In order to avoid multiple tagging a tag is a fixed length decimal integer, each digit of which can be processed separately. Besides a digit can be logically interpreted as True or False, according to whether it is non-zero or zero.
Variables of the form Ln, Sn and Tn -where n is an integer freely chosen by the user -take, respectively, lexical values, strings and trees as values. We shall see that these variables have value lists sometimes, instead of a single value.
It results from the above described data definitions that data can be embedded in other data: a lexical value can be a string constituent or a tree element, a string can be a portion of a broader string or extracted from a tree, a tree can be a subtree of a larger tree° In order to handle this property of the data, a variable can be operated in two modes: the autonomous or the connected mode° At each instant all variables introduced have a well defined "autonomy status" determining the mode in which each variable is operated on.
This status is the same for all values of a variable. The meaning of the two modes is the following:
In the connected mode all values of a variable maintain their connections with the larger data structure to which they belong. In other words a connected variable "remembers" its connections with some parent structure and this feature can be used for further processing of that parent structure. Moreover, these connections are automatically updated when the parent structure undergoes a modification.
The kind of updating depends on the way the particular value was assigned to the variable and on the modification occurring in the parent structure.
In the autonomous mode variables don't have connections at all. We are going now into the details of value assignment to lexical variables. From the autonomy status point of view the following rules prevail (also valid for value assignment to string and tree variables):
if the variable to which value is assigned is currently operated in the connected mode, connections with the parent structure will be conserved in the usual way. If the variable is autonomous, these connections are -lost and only lexical values (without their "position information") and possible tags are transmitted.
In order to enable the user to assign an arbitrary lexical value to a cariable (not necessarily collected from a tree or a string), the following statement is permissible:
The lexical value "lexical" is assigned to Ln. m is an optional integer representing a tag. Words written in upper case letters representthroughout this paper -statement keywords.
Absolute value assignments to lexical variables are of the form: In the right side of the statement "lexical" denotes a lexical value
and "tag" the description of a tag° One of the two descriptions "lexical"
and "tag" might be omitted. The parent structure is searched for all elements or constituents that match the specified lexical value and/or the specified tag. The selected elements are added to the value list of Lno A tag specification is of the form: a, az, o . an where n is the number of digits in the tag; each a. is either an integer or an integer 1 variable specifying the required digit in the i-th position, or one of
meaning one of the enumerated integers.
Relative value assignments to lexical variables are of the form:
where NEIGHBOR stands for one of the following keywords:
The interpretation of these keywords depends on the Parent Reference, whether it is explicitly stated or not. If the Parent Structure is a tree, the interpretation is the following:
(1) ANCESTOR: the nearest tree element to which the value of Lm is connected in the direction of the root of the tree.
(2) L-SIBLING: the element preceding the value of Lm.
in its sibling set. ANCESTOR denotes the leftmost constituent in the string.
In all these statements the argument variable Lm has to be currently operated in the connected mode. The selected value, depending on which keyword is used and what the parent structure is, is i0 assigned to the value list of Ln.
In obvious cases the "empty" value might be assigned to Ln.
Value Assignment to String Variables
String value assignments are also absolute, associative or relative. The autonomy rules are analogous to the ones used in value assignments to lexical variables, except if stated otherwise. In order to enable the user to assign an arbitrary value to a string variablenot necessarily collected from a parent structure -the following statement is permissible:
where each A stands for one of the following possibilities:
(1) A lexical value with an optional tag (of the form lexical/ tag) The ancestor string of the argument element is the one that connects it to the root of the tree.
The successor string of the argument element is the sibling set having the argument ancestor element.
as The L-successor string is the one composed of the sequence of subsequent L-SUCCESSOR elements in the downward direction.
Same definition as above, taking the subsequent R-SUCCESSOR elements.
but
The sibling string of the argument is the successor string of its ancestor element.
The part of the sibling string preceding the argument° The longest string in which the argument is a constituent.
Same as ANCESTOR
The left portion of the string upto the argument constituent.
The right portion c~ the string from the argument constituent. Same as R-SUCCESSOR TERMINAL The terminal string of the arguSame as ANCESTOR ment element is composed of elements having empty successor strings and on whose ancestor strings the argument element is a constituent.
All these statements assign the selected string as value to Sno Associative assignment to string variables takes place with a statement of the form Sn = STRING (kl, k z string structure specification) Mandatory String Reference. String structure specification is a string over the alphabet of lexical values and a few special signs; -we are going to call it a metastring0 It describes the internal composition of the Parent Reference. k I and k 2 stand for integers or integer variables denoting the k I -th and the k 2 -th constituent of the metastring0 The portion of the metastring falling between these constituents delimits a portion of the parent string. Upon execution of the statement this portion of the Parent String is attributed as value to Sno In case of more than one portion referred to in the parent string, the leftmost one is taken into consideration. In case of "no- When an assignment statement enters a structure question no value assignment takes place, the = sign means equality between the variable value and the specification. In case of equality B is set to True, to
False otherwise.
Below we list these structure questions with their interpretation. In all other cases updating and due modification takes place.
String Transformations
The string transformation statement of the Processor is strongly inspired by the "Rewriting rule" of the COMIT programming language, but it is adapted to strings embedded in trees too.
In the case of an autonomous string the transformation statement is a straightforward adaptation of the COMIT rule. Its form is:
string structure specification = REWRITE rewrite indication Mandatory String Reference.
The "string structure specification" is identical to the one used in the description of the STRING statement, in the chapter on value assignments to string variables. The "rewrite indication" is a sequence If P is LEFT or RIGHT, V is attached to the left or to the right of the value of Ln, in the sibling string of Ln. In this case Ln cannot be the root of an autonomous tree. If V is a tree, the root is inserted in the sibling string and the remainder of the tree will continue to be attached to the root. All the inserted elements are, of course, connected to the ancestor element of Ln.
If P is UNDER,the specified data will be attached in the successor string of Ln, as its leftmost part, according to the same principles as above. are not deleted, but separated from their parent tree.
